[Features of interactions of p68 anchorosomal protein with the nuclear envelope in the cell cycle].
Chromatin associated with the nuclear envelope appears in the interphase nuclei as a layer of anchorosomes, granules 20-25 nm in diameter. The fraction of chromatin directly associated with the nuclear envelope is resistant to decondensation, shows a low level of DNA methylation, and contains specific acid-soluble proteins. However, mechanisms underlying the interaction of chromatin with the nuclear envelope are not fully understood. Specifically, it is not known whether anchorosomes are permanent structures or if they undergo reversible disassembly during mitosis, when contacts between chromatin and the nuclear envelope are destroyed. We obtained immune serum recognizing a 68 kDa protein from the nuclear envelopes fraction and studied the localization of this protein in interphase and mitotic cells. We show that this protein present in the NE/anchorosomal fraction does not remain bound with chromosomes during mitosis. It dissociates from chromosomes at the beginning of the prophase and then can be identified again at the periphery of the newly forming nuclei in the telophase.